There is confusion in the literature as to the underlying basis for quantifying botanical mixtures microhistologically. The relationship between particle density and frequency of occurrence is useful for estimating numbers of individuals contained in a large number of sampling units. Applied studies do not adequately report the mathematical rationale behind estimation procedures. This paper explains why certain sampling and quantification procedures are useful when applied to microscope analysis of herbivore diet samples.
Recently, Havstad and Donart (1978) published a paper discussing-certain assumptions of the microhistological technique for diet analysis. They said that acceptance of underlying assumptions was important for utilizing the technique. However, before any method can be utilized correctly, investigators should understand the assumptions. The papers of Sparks and Malechek (1968) , Cavender and Hansen (1970) and Havstad and Donart (1978) all explain certain practical aspects of quantifying diets using a microscope technique but none of the papers contains a complete description of the mathematical basis for the sampling procedure. While investigators have described variations of the microhistological technique and reported components of error, no one has yet provided a detailed treatment of the mathematical relationshipsinvolved when frequency sampling is employed as the quantification procedure. Presumably this was neglected because the procedure is relatively easy to understand for persons with a great deal of mathematical training. This note is intended as a clarification and is directed towards persons without the background needed for deriving these relationships by themselves. Sparks and Malechek (1968) validated the frequency sampling method reported by Fracker and Brischle (1944) for use with a microscope technique for identifying plant taxa (Baumgartner and Martin 1939) . Their method treated each microscope field as a sampling unit and certain assumptions were made: (1) Microfragments of plants were randomly distributed on microscope slides, (2) Microfragments from different plant taxa were the same average size, (3) Dry weight bulk densities of different plant taxa were the same. Assumptions 1 and 2 are valid since the distribution and average number of fragments per microscope field is controlled in slide making.
The relationship between frequency of occurrence and the number of individuals per observation (particle density) has great value for improvement of sampling efficiency. Application allows the replacement of exhaustive enumeration of individuals with a much quicker determination of presence or absence within quadrats. This results in a large savings of time and effort for a given sample size. Conversely, for a given amount of time and effort, a much larger number of samples can be inspected.
In order to explain the relationship between particle density and frequency of occurrence, we must examine the occupancy of cells by randomly assigned objects. The argument is based on a finite number of plant fragments of any species distributed at random over k microscope fields. If an individual is randomly located in one of k microscope fields so that each cell is equally likely to be assigned the object, the probability of occurrence (p) of the object in any specific field is 1 /k. The corresponding probability of nonoccurrence is given by l-l / k. Furthermore, if n such objects are independently, randomly assigned, the probability that none occur in the specified field is ( I-1 / kp. Now consider the random variable xi, which is an indicator of occupancy of the fh field: xi = 1 if field i is occupied and xi = 0 if field i is not. Then y = C xi is a random variable specifying the number of occupied fields. The average number of occupied fields is given by the expected value of y.
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These relationships hold if objects are randomly distributed among fields. Since the placement of plant fragments on a microscope slide is under technician control, the assumption of randomness can be met for microhistological studies.
The relationship between frequency and particle density is established by applying the formula lim (1 -I / k)k (Mood et al. 1974:531) . The form of equation 4 may be rewritten as
for large values of k. Let the average frequency of occurrence of objects in fields be defined as F = E(y/ k) = E{ 1 /k l C xi] = E 1%). Then the following relationship yields: F=EZ (10)
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(12) The value d = n/k is particle density. Equation 12 is the standard form of the frequency-density relationship.
Finally, if m different types of objects are randomly distributed in the fields, each type has a specific frequency-density relationship and the densities may be standardized by ri = di/ l m c.
i=l i= 1 ,...,m, to yield relative densities. For example, we may count the presence or absence of several different taxa in a microscope analysis. Since proper mixing and spreading of microfragments assures randomness and independence of particle distributions, separate estimates for each taxon density may be obtained and relative particle densities calculated. In practical applications one seeks to estimate the average particle density, which is unknown and not easily estimated. This is done by estimating average frequency of occurrence, which is also unknown but more easily estimable, and then converting frequency to density using relationship 12. It should be noted that mean frequency of occurrence values (2) are in fact random variables subject to sampling variability. It follows that the estimate of d
